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My experience with President Ivins, unfortunately, over the past year and a half, is that he has never answered my questions. No questions asked. I have asked you 3 more questions, and over, and over, and over, and over, and over, and over. 20 times. And the specific questions I ask are: What errors or errors in the CES Mail, or on the site, are incorrect so
that I can publicly correct it? The 2nd question I ask you is: If there are no mistakes or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? And the 3rd question I ask you is: What question am I being punished for? And you did not answer one of them. Jeremy Runnells, on his disciplinary board, April 17, 2016. Introduction This is a story about
how the Mormon Church treated Jeremy T. Runnells - who had questions and concerns about the truth statements of the Church of the Next Day - in many of the church's efforts to intimidate, silence, censor, and misrepresent him. Every single interaction and communication between Jeremy T. Runnells and his former District President, Mark Ivins, was
recorded and recorded from the beginning. All recordings and documents are listed below and released to the public. No one has to listen to Jeremy about anything. It's all recorded and documented for you to see for yourself. Not a word from President Ivins has been edited, censored, removed or changed in any way. Some of Jeremy's words in the
recording were censored due to the personal nature of the details and names of the individuals, places and events involved. These recordings and the release of recordings are 100% legal as all communications between Jeremy Runnells and Mark Ivins took place in the state of Utah, where, in addition to federal law 18 U.S.C. 2511(2) (d), Utah Code Ann.
77-23a-3.4 states that Utah is a one-party state and therefore it is legal for an individual who is a party to the conversation to record and disclose the contents of the conversations mentioned above. The decision was made to free everything to the public due to extremely alarming and disturbing behaviour towards the Presidency and the Church of the
Church of the Church of the Next Day in an attempt to assassinate jeremy Runnells' name, integrity and personality through their extremely vague accusations and allusions against the Runnells along with many of their efforts to deport Jeremy Runnells. The decision to release everything was also due to the church's desire to be transparent and open to the
public as well as to provide insight and public understanding of how the Next Day Church treats doubt and questioneng people who dare to ask questions and share concerns about the CHURCH's essay the next day. verify problems with the Saint's foundational declarations of truth. Quick Summary and Notes The following communications take place
October 19, 2014 to April 17, 2016. The total duration is one and a half years. Disturbed and disgusted with The Church's unfair, unfair, and unlikely Christlike treatment of him along with the Church and District President's refusal to answer sincere and reasonable Questions of the Church, Runnells finally made the decision during his disciplinary hearing held
on the evening of April 17, 2016 to resign and remove the name from the record of the Church of the Next Day. To be clear, Jeremy Runnells voluntarily resigned his member from the Church of the NEXT DAY. Runnells was not eradicated. There are TL;DR boxes listed in each section. TL;DR literally stands for Too Long; Don't read. This section is basically
for lazy people who don't want to hear or read the whole thing but still want the main points and flesh of the conversation and what went on. For the convenience of the reader, all links on this page will open in a new window. So, for example, you can open transcripts for recordings in a new window while listening to recordings on this page. You are invited to
watch for yourself and come to your own conclusions. The recordings and emails speak for themselves. October 19, 2014 After scheduled a meeting with District President Mark Ivins' secretary, Jeremy Runnells voluntarily meets with President Ivins for the first time in Ivins' church office in American Fork, Utah. The following is a recording of the entire first
meeting: Transcripts of the above recordings are available in HTML here (Open New Window) TL;DR The first meeting ever with Ward President Mark Ivins Runnells introduces himself and explains the story of CES Letter Runnells is surprised to see how poor Ivins' understanding of CES Letter and cottage Comment verifying the problem is that Runnells are
Ivins committed to reading the CES Letter before a follow-up visit november 2, 2014 If you are going to listen to anything, listen to this. This is runnells and Ivins' second meeting. No communication or interaction took place between runnells and Ivins between their October 19, 2014 meeting and this meeting. The following is a recording of the entire second
meeting. At the start of the meeting, Runnells gave Ivins the PDF letter below. Transcripts of the above recordings are available in HTML here (Open in New Window) The following is the letter runnells November 2, 2014 given to Ivins at the beginning of this meeting (which can be read as PDF here) or read below: November 2, 2014 Dear President Ivins , I
am writing to you to ensure that there is no misunderstanding or confusion regarding my response to some of your questions that you have presented to me and only the October 19, 2014 meeting prior to the November 2, 2014 meeting. 1. About My Letter to a CES Director and the site where it is currently posted: I originally wrote to the CES Director for ces
director, a friend of his directly ask me to communicate my questions interested in him writing as part of his efforts to be able to address my questions and concerns with the origin and history of the Church. After sending my letter to the CES Director I never received a response back from him to my questions and concerns, nor did I ever follow through with a
scheduled meeting between us. Before sending my 80-page letter to the CES Director, I shared the letter with folks on Facebook and Reddit for editing purposes and responded in my desire to ensure that the information contained in the letter I sent to the CES Director was as accurate as possible. Those I have shared the letter with online for editing and
feedback have found value in that letter to themselves to give to family members and their friends who are asking them why they doubt and care about the truthful statements of the Church of the next day. This is the catalyst and start of CES Mail circulating on the Internet. A few months later in the summer of 2013, the official Mormon apology group
FairMormon decided to publicly post an analysis of my letter. Unfortunately, FairMormon has carried out personal attacks directly on me, my integrity and my character in their response. In addition to inaccurate personal advertising hominem attacks, FairMormon has outrageously falsely claimed in their attempts to discredit both me and the CES Mail. At the
time I was presented with a choice: Allow FairMormon to continue unfairly and unfairly publicly tarnish my name, integrity and character without challenge or to defend myself. I chose to protect myself. As a direct result of FairMormon's personal attacks and claims of honesty, I found it necessary to create my current website to host my direct objections and
responses to FairMormon. The only reason why my site exists in its current form today is because of FairMormon's unsc moral and hostile attack on me and my letter. The site exists for the purpose of being able to directly respond, in an organized way, to those who have attacked me and continue to attack me. The intent of the website should not be cons
cons cons cons consyed to exist in any way intended to hurt the Church or members of the Church. This was not and was never my intention. To the best of my knowledge, everything posted in the CES Letter and on my website is completely accurate and solid based on Church history. My loyalty from the beginning came true, accurate and transparent.
Where I made mistakes or made mistakes, I have publicly corrected. Where it has ever been brought to my attention there is any inicurability in ces mail or on my site, I am completely and completely pleasant and committed to publicly making repairs. 2. Regarding my member status in the Church and feelings about Church leaders: My role in the Church is
valuable and important to me. Although I no longer have a testimony or a literally belief in truth claims The CHURCH IS LATER, I have now come to a place where I respect leaders and many things in the Church. I do not want to harm and only the best for the Church and its leaders. I believe that church leaders are servants who are kind, dedicated, loving,
caring, mean good, and very diligent to members. I don't attend Sunday ceremonies very often, but my wife and children still attend. I support them and their desire to attend the Church on Sundays, although I no longer attend regularly, but I enjoy attending family events (blessings, baptisms, ord ordinances, funerals, etc.). I also attend a number of Church
activities such as Father and Son outings, Halloween activities, Christmas activities, etc. In addition, I have asked to stay on the Brother Quorum email list to be notified of service opportunities and I have served many times. I plan to continue serving members of the Church in an infinite future. When I suffered a crisis of faith in early 2012, there were very
few official answers from the Church to the questions and concerns raised in the CES Letter. This is why I sought the help of the Director of CES. Fortunately, the Church has infiltrated greater transparency since then by publishing its new essays. I am grateful for these essays to confirm and legalize most of my main concerns in the CES Letter. The essay is
a welcome step forward in transparency. I think that if the Church seeks to remove my members, the church is committing a ridiculous unconstition by punishing me for seeking and sharing the truth, most of which are now verifiable through new Church essays. This is especially true in light of my verbal and written promises and is willing to publicly correct any
mistakes and errors in CES Letters and websites. I believe the above can be assisted in ensuring that you understand exactly my answer to your question. If you should have any other questions or need further clarification, please do not hesitate to ask me. My direct contact information is listed below. Kindest regards, Jeremy T. Runnells TL;DR Second
meeting with Stake President This is a key important meeting in the whole Kangaroo process Runnells tests Ivins on his reading/understanding of CES Letter Exchange gets heated at times Ivins refused to give Runnells errors or mistakes in CES Letter but changes position after Runnells corrected him with Handbook apostasy definition November 3, 2014 January 23, 2016 1.5 years of radio waiting and silence from President Ivins. On 24 January 2016 Runnells received a text message from Ivins' secretary asking whether Runnells could come to see Ivins in his church office for two years (January 26, 2015). Runnells replied back via message that now was not a good time for him due to a family member in
hospice care along with other obligations and commitments. Other. said he would be happy to meet Ivins on March 15, 2016. Runnells received no reply from Ivins' secretary. TL;DR Ivins' text message secretary Runnells Asked if Runnells could come to meet with Ivins in two days Runnells replied that he could meet instead on March 15, 2016 due to family
members in runnells hospice not receiving text messages back from the secretary on January 25, 2016 Runnells received a phone call from Ivins himself a little over noon. The call lasted less than 2 minutes. Ivins asked Runnells to see him the next day. Runnells replied that he had given his answer to Ivins' secretary and asked if Ivins had received a
message from his secretary. Ivins confirmed that he had and replied that March 15, 2016 would not work because he could not wait so long. Surprised by Ivins' sudden sense of urgency, Runnells asked Ivins what the meeting was all about. Ivins initially declined to disclose the reason over the phone. Runnells replied that because Ivins could not reveal the
purpose of the meeting, Runnells was unable to get in the car to appear at Ivins' office. Ivins heeded and then reluctantly declared over the phone, this is related to your membership in the church. Runnells was shocked when he hoped the meeting would be a continuation of the November 2, 2014 meeting, where Ivins would follow up and return to the
Runnells with answers as he pledged to the Runnells during their November 2, 2014 meeting. Regardless, Runnells told Ivins that he has a family member in the hospice, that now is not a good time for him, and that March 15 is the day he can come to see Ivins. After continuing resistance from Ivins, Runnells reminded Ivins that runnells had patiently waited
a year and a half for Ivins to get back to him and therefore Ivins owed Runnells courtesy and decency to give him March 15 due to his family circumstances. Ivins did so and agreed on March 15, 2016. The call ended with Runnells telling Ivins to have his secretary call him around March 15 to arrange some time to come in. Ivins replied with okay and the
phone call was over. TL;DR Ivins blindsides Runnells with an unexpected phone call breaking Ivins' 1.5-year silence Despite knowing before the phone call that Runnells requested more time by family members in the hospice, Ivins still requested a meeting for 2 days because he couldn't wait so long (for March 15) After first refusing to disclose Ivins
reluctantly told Runnells over the phone - much to runnells' shock - that the emergency meeting suddenly involved your member in the church After some phone arm wrestling and a reminder of runnells' 1.5-year patience, Ivins agreed to a meeting on March 15, 2016 instead of 8 February 2016 Ivins left a phone call on runnells' phone in the morning to call
him back. Runnells decides to redirect conversation verbally over the phone to write via email. Instead of calling Ivins back, Runnells emailed Ivins following notice @ 1:39 p.m. (screenshot): Ivins replied back to Runnells @ 6:15 p.m. (screenshot): Runnells replied back to Ivins @ 7:00 p.m.pm (screenshot): Ivins then blindsides and shocks Runnells with his
following email sent two hours later @9.36pm (screenshot): Here's a scanned copy of the certified letter that I received from Ivins a few days later. Please inform about the words that Ivins used against me to justify a sudden Valentine's Day evening disciplinary board: additional information (on email) and conduct not to become a member. TL;DR Ivins
decided to break the gentleman's agreement on January 25 Completely blind and shocking Runnells with a Disciplinary Board valentine's day will be held on that evening Using alarmingly vague insinuations and language as additional information and conduct not to become a member, which Runnells explained as a character assassination attempt on the
part of Ivins and the church on February 9, 2016 Alarmed and disturbed about what appeared to be a character assassination attempt, Runnells responded to Ivins' February 8, 2016 email by sending the following email to Ivins @ 9 : 18am (screenshot): Chairman Ivins, Here's the truth: I have been approached by the CES director and asked my sincere
questions and concerns about LDS's fundamental truth statements. The CES Director reads the well-written document, claims that these are matters of interest to the General Authorities (Apostles) and promises to respond. He never responded as promised. The CES letter existed only because the CES Director requested it and I gave him sincere questions
and concerns at his request. I approached other Church leaders for a formal answer. They all promised answers or just found answers to never answer again. I had two meetings with you (The Presidency) in the fall of 2014. The last meeting ended with you saying I was a good man and you were going to find answers to try to help me. I have not heard from
you for a year and a half and I only heard back from you when you called me on January 25 to let me know that you want me to come in to talk about my membership in the church. Instead of getting answers from you that I waited a year and a half for, instead I received the threat of excommunication. I have repeatedly asked you to correct me or to show me
bugs and mistakes that I can publicly correct. You didn't do this. I still don't know exactly what I'm accused of or why I'm being taken to a disciplinary board. I will appreciate you or other church leaders taking the time to answer my questions before calling a co-discipline. I asked to meet on March 15 because I had a very close family member in the hospice
and was close to death. I've had ear surgery lately and I'm still half deaf and bright. I need time to prepare an ASL interpreter for our meeting. We had a gentleman's agreement over the phone when you called to meet on March 15 and now you have your word for backing by holding a disciplinary board on Valentine's Evening. One evening when all the men
in that room, including yourself, should be spent with their loved ones. It just feels too aggressive and mentally meaningful. I have done nothing wrong to warrant this kind of response for a disciplinary board alone. I am morally pure, honest with my friends and I have a clear conscience. To make it clear where I stand morally, I took the freedom to do what you
had never done before deciding to hold a disciplinary tribunal on me: conduct a Temple Recommend interview. Please see the attached Jeremy Runnells Temple Introduction Pdf to see my answers to each Temple Introduction question. What did I do wrong? Why don't you give me mistakes and mistakes to correct, as required by the Church Manual, and as
I have pleaded with you to do in the past year and a half? Why did you ignore my question after telling me you were going to find me the answer? Why do you treat me like a criminal when I'm not a criminal? Indeed, he told me at our last meeting that he thought I was a good person. All I want is the truth. I want church answers and protection for the very
disturbing events I have learned about Joseph Smith and its origins and history. I began to question my hopes that the church would remain triumphal at the other end as I was fully in faith and hoped that the church was true and had the answer. I'm not alone here. There are thousands and thousands of members who are struggling to get answers from the
church to claim the truth of its foundational problems. Marriage is at stake. Life is at stake. Instead of punishing me and hoping I'll disappear with my questions, why wouldn't you just answer them? Sincerely,Jeremy [Attached to this Runnells Temple Worthiness PDF email] Then tonight (February 9, 2016) @ 7:40 p.m., CES Letter Foundation has released a
press release informing the upcoming Valentine's Day disciplinary board: Jeremy Runnells, Author of THE CES Letter, Faces LDS Church Excommunication: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE CES Letter Foundation Phone: 801.609.8301 Email: [email protected] Jeremy Runnells, author of the Popular Letter to a CES Director facing persecution from the Church
of the American Church on Apostasy UT (February 9, 2016) - Jeremy Runnells, author of the Popular Letter to a CES Director (also known as the CES Letter), has been summoned to a disciplinary council by the Church of Jesus Christ of Half-Time Saints on charges of apostasy. The CES letter represents Mr Runnells' sincere efforts to get answers to
questions and doubts through appropriate church leadership channels. Instead of providing pastor pastoric support to Mr. Runnells, the Church of The Next Day Saints chose to continue the recent trend of excommunicating members who openly question or doubt church doctrine. The CES letter began as a letter Mr. Runnells wrote to a Post-Life Saint
religious guide (CES Director) outlining his questions, concerns, and doubts about the foundational truth statements of the Church of the Next Day (e.g. the Book of Mormon and the History of Abraham, Joseph Smith's polygamy and polygamy, the restoration of the Saint's post-apcramental institutions, many stories of the first vision). The CES director read
the letter and promised to answer Runnells' questions and concerns. No response ever came. After its public release, The Ces Letter went viral and immediately became a Mormon internet phenomenon, providing confirmation and support to tens of thousands of current and former Church members of the Church of The Next Day. Ces letters have been
downloaded about 600,000 times so far, and more than 12,000 Later Saint Church members contacted Runnells after reading the CES Letter. Runnells reported that he met with his LDS District President, Mark Ivins, in the fall of 2014. During these discussions, Runnells sought answers to questions raised in the CES Letter and raised concerns about recent
historical essays by the next-day CHURCH ( . President Ivins assured runnells that he wanted to help, and that he would receive answers. Runnells did not hear back from President Ivins until January 25, 2016 when Ivins phoned Runnells to inform him of Runnells' intention to challenge his future CHURCH members. Runnells requested a delay until March
15, citing a close family member in hospice care, originally accepted by Ivins. On 8 February 2016, Ivins reversed his decision and informed Runnells of his disciplinary board scheduled for February 14, 2016. A public press conference was scheduled for runnells on February 10, 2016 at 7:00 p.m. mountain time at 50 West Club &amp; Cafe in downtown Salt
Lake City (50 Broadway, Salt Lake City, UT). The venue is open for dinner before the press conference at 6:00pm. Parking is available in the surrounding plots. All interested media, along with Runnells supporters, were invited to attend and express support. A vigil for Jeremy Runnells is being held on Sunday, February 14, 2016 @ 7:00 p.m. Mountain Time
at American Fork Utah Eastern Parish Center. Address: 825 E 500 N, American Fork, Utah. For more information and developments on this story, Dr Runnells defended himself and defused Ivins' vague allusions and attempted to delay the character by doing something that Ivins should have done but didn't: asking questions about the worthiment of the
Runnells Temple outlining his defense and history to give Ivins his position and perception that the organization of a disciplinary tribunal against He is a Ces Letter Foundation publicly released a press release announcing a disciplinary board held against Runnells on the evening of Valentine's Day February 10, 2016 Runnells held a press conference to
announce and discuss the upcoming disciplinary council as well as discuss in detail what happened between The Presidency of the Ivins and Runnells until that time. On February 10, 2016, Ces Letter Foundation Press Conference Fox 13 reported on the event and Runnells was interviewed by the Salt Lake Tribune after the event. Here's Fox 13's coverage
of Jeremy Runnells and the press conference: LDS author says he faced excommunication after writing 'Letter to a CES Director'. Hilarious Side Note: Earlier today before the press conference, Runnells received a job offer from the CHURCH the next day. In response, Runnells posted the following on his Facebook wall: Which church is it, The Saint of The
Next Day? Do you want to hire me or fire me? #worstvalentinedateever TL; DR Runnells held a press conference to discuss Ivins' treatment for him and Ivins' decision to hold a Disciplinary Court Evening Valentine's Day against Mr Fox 13 and the Salt Lake Tribune attended the event and interviewed Runnells. Fox 13 did a piece on Runnells and the event:
LDS author says he faced excommunication after writing 'Letter to CES Director' Runnells hilariously offered work from LDS Church February 11, 2016 The morning after the press conference, Ivins sent Runnells after 5:14 a.m. email to delay the Valentine's Day disciplinary board (screenshot): Later that day @ 2:45 CES Letter Foundation released another
press release informing deferral: The Church of The Saints Later Postponed The Court of Love Against Jeremy Runnells: I received an email this morning from my Parish President , Mark Ivins, suggests that the disciplinary board has been postponed until March 2016 - it will not take place on Valentine's Day. I am pleased that I and everyone else involved,
including the high council, will be able to spend time with our loved ones on a day devoted to celebrating love. I was somewhat confused and surprised by this news, however, because President Ivins and I agreed initially on a March day to match my situation with a family member in hospice care. He contradicted the deal by turning the date up, with a simple
explanation that there was additional information requesting it. But now, after press releases, press conferences, media interviews and tremendous reactions/reactions on social media, he's ready to move it back to the original day. I do not want to suggest that this is all his fault - I realized that the source of this additional information can be instructed him on
what to Regardless, I would like to express gratitude to President Ivins for his proposal to hold an official meeting in March before any disciplinary tribunal to explain to me exactly what the and why disciplinary action is being taken against me. I still don't know what the charges are or why any disciplinary action is necessary or necessary. Keeping calm and
continuing, Jeremy After the press release on the CES Letter Foundation, Runnells emailed ivins after 3:25 pm (screenshot): TL;DR Ivins emailed the next morning at 5am after my press release announced that he had decided to postpone valentine's day court love until March 20. Ivins also decided to keep the gentleman's original agreement to meet on July
15, 2016. Guessing anything additional information that just asks for a Valentine's Day disciplinary tribunal to be held against Runnells is not urgent or important after all... On February 27, 2016, Runnells posted a link on Facebook for The Essay knowing the essay as the back of your hand CES address and writing: February 28, 2016 After nearly three
weeks of rest, Ivins broke his silence by emailing Runnells after 4:57 a.m. (screenshot): Runnells replied to Ivins' email above with an email after 3:37 p.m. (screenshot): TL;DR Ivins asked Runnells to verify that the March 15 meeting was still ongoing. Runnells confirmed Runnells gave Ivins notice of his intention to bring an ASL interpreter to the meeting on
March 15, 2016 Ivins' response to Runnells' February 28, 2016 @ 3:37pm email was after 8.19pm email (screenshot): TL; DR Ivins did not want Runnells included in an ASL interpreter for their un formal March 15 meeting Ivins agreed to move their conversation to writing Ivins asked Runnells specific questions regarding CES Letter March 7 2016 Runnells'
response to Ivins' above March 6, 2016 @ 8:19pm email is the following 11:45pm email (screenshot). The main and most important responses were given in the attached PDF message to the email, which can be read below after the email body. President Ivins, there's no trouble or expense. Again, I will bring my trusted interpreter to make sure that I
understand 100% of everything that is said in our meeting. Since my interpreter is a professional interpreter, he is bound by confidentiality so I have no concerns whatsoth. Also, don't worry about accuracy as I was completely and completely confident in my interpreter to get it right. I would like to add that I am confident that you will be fair to me and will follow
Handbook 6.10.2 by giving me written notice via email and confirmation letter at least 6 days ago, as you did in the past, to inform any disciplinary board made against me. I believe you won't ambush me with a disciplinary board on March 15. If planning a council on March 15, the Handbook and Common Decency ask you to provide me with written emails
and certified letter notices at least six days in advance. Attached in PDF is my full answer and rebuttals to your questions and allegations. Also attached is my me 2, 2014 letter to you for your reference. I believe I answered all your questions. I've in turn asked for some of my own for you. I do so looking forward to considering my answer to your question with
you as well as hearing your answer to my question. Best of all, Jeremy Following is the PDF runnells letter attached to the email to Ivins: On March 7, 2016 Chairman Ivins, I am still waiting for your answer to my CES letter questions. You said at the end of our November 2, 2014 meeting that you are not a historian but that you want to help me and that you
will pull others who can help me. Imagine my shock, after waiting for your answer for a year and a half, to get a phone call from you instead of telling me that you want me to come in to discuss my membership in the church. There's no answer... just the threat of excommunication. Regardless, I am happy to give you the answer to your question in your email
sent to me on March 6, 2016. I'll start by bringing up two very important fundamental points that I believe are the foundation and heart of all of this. By setting these two points, I in turn help to answer your full and complete questions. I'll start by adding some quotes from former LDS leaders and prophets to help bring these basics home. If we had the truth, no
damage could have come from the investigation. If we don't have the truth, it has to be compromised. - President J. Reuben Clark If a faith does not withstand investigation; if its teachers and professors are afraid to consider it, their foundation must be very weak. - George Albert Smith Mormonism, as it is called, must stand or fall into the story of Joseph
Smith. He was either a prophet of God, properly called, appointed, and commissioned by God, or he was one of the greatest frauds this world has ever seen. There is no intermediate ground. If Joseph Smith was a deceiver, who deliberately deceived the people, he would be exposed; His statements should be dismissed, and his doctrines are said to be
false... - President Joseph Fielding Smith That's how I feel about it. Our full power is based on the validity of that vision. It either happened or it didn't happen. Otherwise, then this job is a fraud. If that happens, it's the most important and wonderful work under heaven. - President Gordon B. Hinckley I was grateful that personal freedom, dignity, and integrity
were fundamental in the doctrine of the church. We are free to think and express our opinions in the church. Fear will not stifle thoughts. God himself refuses to trammel freedom even though its exercise sometimes teaches painful lessons Both creative science and the revealed religion find their fullest and most authentic expression in the free climate. Brother Hugh B. Brown Historians have not created questionable areas of the Mormon past, but most of us cannot agree. hide them either. We are trying to respond to those issues in the Mormon experience. Attacking the messenger does not change the reality of the message. - D. Michael Quinn, former assistant to the Leonard Arrington Church Historian,
must not have questions that are forbidden in Mormonism. - President J. Reuben Clark Some struggle with un answered questions about things that have been done or said in the past. - President Dieter F. Uchtdorf I think in the past there was a tendency to keep a lot of records closed or at least not allow access to information But the world has changed in
previous generations - with access to information on the internet, we can not continue that model; I think we need to continue to be more open. - The Old Steven E. Snow, Current Church Historian, Truth in Church History Point #1: Truth is not afraid of private or public scrutiny, questions, and debates. The truth stands boldly and fearlessly; it is not shaken by
testing or investigation. Truth is not afraid of light. If an individual or organization seeks to silence doubt or ask questions - in private rooms or in town squares - it is filled with fear and its house is built on sand. Without a healthy market where free flow of information, ideas, and discussion exists, there is no real freedom. There is no real free agency when an
organization retains, hinders, inhibits and censors information - positively or negatively - from its members. As current church historian Steven Snow noted above, the church followed and continued to follow a pattern of keeping records private and not allowing members access to information. Although the church does not censor as much as it used to in the
pre-information era, it still unfortunately censors and hinders information from getting out to its members. Keep in mind that some of the above offers and encourage investigations. What is an investigation? It looks at all the information on the table, both positive and negative. The minute that the church interferes with a member's or investigator's investigation
by with holding back or blocking any information from investigators is the minute that the investigation was broken by the church and the free and liberal bodies of investigators or members were thwarted and robbed. For many, many members of the church, including myself, doubt your doubts or pray about it or give Brother Joseph a break or rely on my
testimony or stay in the boat or God is not Google is not the answer to problematic events that directly undermine and challenge the foundational truth statements of the CHURCH the next day. Fortunately, 13-year-old M. Russell Ballard gave a recent talk to the Church's Education System this month where he admits this: Gone are the days when a student
asks an honest question and the teacher replies, 'Don't worry about it.' raise a sincere concern and a teacher shares his testimony as an answer to avoid this problem. No more, Brother Ballard said, no matter how sticky the problem... To name a few such lesser-known or controversial topics, I'm talking about polygamy. Of the rock seer. The different
accounts of First Vision. The process of translated the Book of Mormon. About the Book of Abraham. Gender issues. Race and the fourth quarter. Brother Ballard points to church essays ( and instructs his listeners to know what is in these essays as you know the back of your hand. This is great news as Elder Ballard has just allowed his apostles to
members, including me, to be more open about and discuss issues that threaten to claim the truth of the church's foundation, many of which are confirmed and verified in the church's essay. I have expressed my view on cesletter.org: I believe that members and visions deserve all the information on the table so that they can make a fully informed and
balanced decision about whether they want to commit their hearts, minds, times, talents, income, and lives to Mormonism. Point #2: Church censorship and stifling of public discussion of the church's correct essay events in the Mormon market of information literally impedes the freedom of members of the church. In the letter I gave you at the beginning of our
November 2, 2014 meeting, I wrote: To the best of my knowledge, everything posted in the CES Letter and on my website is completely accurate and solid based on Church history. My loyalty from the beginning came true, accurate and transparent. Where I made mistakes or made mistakes, I have publicly corrected. Where it has ever been brought to my
attention that there is any inicurability in CES Mail or on my site, I am completely and completely pleasant and committed to publicly making repairs. This offer still exists to this day. I have not only provided this in writing but also many times in our conversations during meetings on October 19, 2014 and November 2, 2014. In fact, I recall asking you to give me
the definition of ao way from the Handbook after you accused me of it. You have taken out your manual and read the following excerpt: As soon as you read persistently teaching as Church doctrine information that is not doctrine of the Church after they have been corrected by their bishop or higher authority, I immediately respond by telling you repeatedly: I
am may you correct me and you do not correct me. To this day, I have not been called to repent and asked to correct any errors or mistakes in the CES Letter or on my website by you or any other private leader. Again, show me where I'm wrong or where I'm teaching something that is practically not true and I'll be more than happy to fix the mistakes or
mistakes on my site for all to see. Point: You and the church did not correct me nor give me any errors or mistakes to correct, as required by Manual 6.7.3, before holding any disciplinary action against me. Any disciplinary action against me without giving me errors or mistakes to publicly correct along with the opportunity to publicly correct and repent would
be a ridiculously untruthful against me. After setting these important foundational points, I will now answer your questions directly: What are you trying to accomplish in posting your pedusal concerns all over the internet. With respect, President, your question demonstrates that you either forgot the letter that I gave you to read during our November 2, 2014
meeting or that you still do not understand the foundation and evolution of the CES Letter. For your convenience, in addition to accompanying the letter I handed you at the beginning of our November 2, 2014 meeting, I also copy/paste the relevant section that helps answer your question: I originally wrote a Letter to the CES Director because the CES
Director, a friend of my grandfather, directly asked me to communicate my questions and concerns to him in writing as part of his efforts to be able to resolve my questions and concerns with the History and Origins of the Church. After sending my letter to the CES Director I never received a response back from him to my questions and concerns, nor did I
ever follow through with a scheduled meeting between us. Before sending my 80-page letter to the CES Director, I shared the letter with folks on Facebook and Reddit for editing purposes and responded in my desire to ensure that the information contained in the letter I sent to the CES Director was as accurate as possible. Those I have shared the letter with
online for editing and feedback have found value in that letter to themselves to give to family members and their friends who are asking them why they doubt and care about the truthful statements of the Church of the next day. This is the catalyst and start of CES Mail circulating on the Internet. A few months later in the summer of 2013, the official Mormon
apology group FairMormon decided to publicly post an analysis of my letter. Unfortunately, FairMormon has carried out personal attacks directly on me, my integrity and my character in their response. In addition to inaccurate personal advertising hominem attacks, FairMormon has outrageously falsely claimed in their attempts to discredit both me and the

CES Mail. At the time I was presented with a choice: Allow FairMormon to continue unsymed and honesty openly tarnished my name, integrity and character without challenge or to defend myself. I chose to protect myself. As a direct result of FairMormon's personal attacks and claims of honesty, I see the need to create current site to host my live rebuttals
and react to FairMormon. The only reason why my site exists in its current form today is because of FairMormon's unsc moral and hostile attack on me and my letter. The site exists for the purpose of being able to directly respond, in an organized way, to those who have attacked me and continue to attack me. I didn't wake up one day and decided to create
CES Mail and cesletter.org. Ditto for FairMormon's Debunking Debunking and my response to other official Mormon apologists who attacked me. The only reason why CES Mail exists is for a reason and a single reason: the CES Director requires it. The reason why my answers to FairMormon and other official Mormon apology attacks exist: to protect my
name, personality, and integrity from the blatantly unsymisting attacks ofFairMormon, which are shown in full on . Also, its purpose was to have an open discussion of the issues that annoyed so many Averse Saints – a conversation, by the way, these Mormon advocates began and began first with their attacks against me. The only reason why cesletter.org
exists is because I need a centrally focused place to be able to deliver my defense and respond to various personal attacks on my integrity by FairMormon and other official Mormon apologists. In addition, I need a centrally authorized place for everyone to access the most up-to-date and accurate CES letter as the original before any church essay. I want to
make sure that the essays of the church along with the repairs have been included in the document. I have never once actively promoted or marketed CES or cesletter.org mail on any paid media (PPC, Banner Displays, Billboards, Mailings, etc.). Total marketing spend in 3 years: $0. As mentioned above, the CES Letter went viral online because others also
shared the same questions and concerns I do, independent of my involvement. What errors and errors are there in CES Mail and on my website that I can fix publicly? If there are no errors or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? What questions am I being punished for? You ask: Explain your search for funding on the internet to
address and develop new material related to your concerns that you have with the doctrine of the Church. The real question here is if the church truly believes and is confident in its foundational truth statement to welcome difficult investigations and scrutiny. The real question here is if the church believes in a healthy and balanced Mormon market of
information including positive and negative facts about its truth statement. The real question here is whether Erine Ballard really meant anything when he told us to master church essays and discuss issues. I accept and accept from the quotes above. I am a firm believe in freedom and personal freedom. I am a firm believe that the free flow of information is
absolutely necessary and critical to the free agency of the individual. If the church seeks to prevent negative events being discussed in the Mormon information market and to excommunicate those with doubts, questions and concerns, the church demonstrates that it really does not care about balance or any real and meaningful intellectual conversations
about the concessions made in its essay. In other words, by censoring and suppressing individuals like me who are contributing to the Mormon information market, the church is proving that all the statements made above by its leaders along with Ballard's master of the final essay are just empty words. The CES Letter Foundation, a nonprofit organization 501
(c) (3), is an organization that contributes to the Mormon information market. Like other non-official Mormon Internet organizations such as FairMormon, Mormon Interpreter, SHIELDS, etc., CES Letter Foundation accepts donations. It takes a lot of time, effort, working hours, money and resources to contribute to the conversation in the Mormon information
market. FairMormon, Mormon Interpreter and other Mormon organizations understand and receive this, which is exactly why they also accept donations as well. To claim or imply that the acceptance of donations is wrong for the CES Letter Foundation but completely okay for organizations like FairMormon and Mormon Interpreter is to prove that the church
has no balanced value, free flow of events and any truly honest intellectual discussion in the Mormon information market. FairMormon himself has published most of the issues found in my 80-page CES Letter followed by their official, uneven, and dissatisfied answers and pet theories promoting a bizarre version of Mormonism that Mormons Chapel would
not recognize. FairMormon lists even more issues than CES mail. In fact, I credit FairMormon for helping to make CES mail go as viral online as it was. Why is it wrong for me to publish problems but not for them? After all, there are many Mormons who leave the church after going to FairMormon in an effort to get answers to their doubts and concerns just to
find more questions and problems than they had to begin with. Why didn't the church pursue FairMormon for destroying Mormon testimony on the Internet? It is worth making the current remarks of The Old Steven Snow in the Church: I think in the past there was a tendency to close many records or at least not allow access to information. But the world has
changed in the world before - with access to information on the internet, we can not continue that model; I think we need to continue to be more open. - Ed. Steven E. Snow, current Church The truth in Church History Part of the church's ancient pattern that it still tightened in 2016 is that it tries to censor and punish public discussions and debates on issues especially when doubts and important questions are expressed by members. This model has been disastrous for the church in the era of Google and Facebook. The model of adopting 20th-century censorship and control tactics in a 21st century social media-connected world is seen as nothing short of Orwellian. Contrary to what some assume, it is not my
goal nor the goal of the Ces Letter Foundation to drive members out of the church. My goal has been to get official answers from the church as promised to me by its CES Director three years ago. My goal is to protect my name and integrity from blatantly unsyming attacks. My goal is true, which is why I have asked you and the church several times to correct
me and show me mistakes and mistakes for me to publicly correct. It is not me or the CES Letter itself that makes people leave, if they do, but rather facts and information verified by the church's own essays and other LDS-approved sources to examine and challenge testimony. It is not only disturbing events that troubled members, it is betrayal that many
members feel learning these disturbing events for the first time in a lifetime of discipleing and faithful study of the history of the church correlation. What errors and errors are there in CES Mail and on my website that I can fix publicly? If there are no errors or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? What questions am I being punished
for? You ask: Update and translate those concerns into different languages, etc. I have always been committed to ces letters that are accurate and up-to-date. When I sent the CES Letter to the CES Director in April 2013, the church had yet to release its first essay. When the essays were released, I definitely included them so that CES Letters readers could
read church essays. In addition to including additional information, my updates also include fixes and errors that caught my attention. Updating the CES letter is a good thing as not needing to update it, I would do a dissipathy to CES Letter readers as well as the church by not correcting errors and mistakes along with excluding church essays. For
translations, I spent exactly $0 on translations. The only reason why I provide translations is because volunteers have given me CES letter translations in their language. Some of the volunteers were provided with translations before I informed the public that I had been including translations. If no one volunteered any translations, I wouldn't have bothered
with it. Many A-Day Saints share the same questions and concerns I do about declare the truth. They're hungry for answers. These questions and concerns are not limited to the English language, and Future-Day Saints are not limited to the United States. It's a global problem for the church. What errors and errors are there in CES Mail and on my website
that I can fix publicly? If there are no errors or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? What questions am I being punished for? You say: After reviewing your website and statements, there are many who may suggest that you are taking open and open action against the Church. Honest guides must be prepared to follow wherever
the search for truth can lead. The truth is often found in the most unexpected places. He must, with fearless and open mind 'emphasize that facts are much more important than any cherished belief, confusion, no matter how uncomfortable the truth or how interesting the belief is.' - Senior Hugh B. Brown While I can understand and appreciate that view ,
President, my response is that it's not just an incorrect perception but it's a simple one that is very black and white. Again, it is not my goal nor the goal of the CES Letter Foundation to drive members out of the church. My goal has been to get official answers from the church as promised to me by its CES Director three years ago. Again, it is not me or the
CES Letter itself that makes people leave, if they do, but rather facts and information verified by the church's own essays and other LDS-approved sources that test and challenge testimony. It is not only disturbing events that troubled members, it is betrayal that many members feel learning these disturbing events for the first time in a lifetime of discipleing
and faithful study of the history of the church correlation. Church essays are shaking many, many of the testimony of many members. In fact, there are members who see the essay themselves as act in opposition to the church and claim its foundational truth. The great irony is that yesterday's anti-Mormon lies is now today's church essay event. Yesterday's
historians and members with questions were disciplined and excommunicated about allegations that they acted in opposition to the church simply by publishing and discussing the very same information and facts verified today publicly by the church's own essays. Many wondered if the church would ever reverse these excommunications and apologize to
historians and individuals for being ahead of their time by telling and writing the truth. What are the errors and errors in the Mail and on my site that I can fix publicly? If there are no errors or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? What questions am I being punished for? Mr. President, I wrote the following in my November 2, 2014
letter to me My view is that if the Church seeks to remove my members, it is committing a ridiculous unconstition by punishing me for sharing the truth, most of which is now verifiable through new Church essays. This is especially true in light of my verbal and written promises and is willing to publicly correct any mistakes and errors in CES Letters and
websites. This is still my position and offer today. I didn't do anything wrong. As historian and Mormon scholar D. Michael Quinn wrote: Attacking the messenger does not change the reality of the message. If a disciplinary board were held to my questions, pursue the truth and defend my name, the church would show that it was speaking out of both sides of
its mouth – professing open and honest dialogue, but punishing those who choose to participate at that level. Finally, President, I know that you will do what you feel is appropriate. Some leaders, such as Hans Mattsson, a regional body in Sweden who, when faced with members asking difficult and un answered questions, have the attitude of recognizing that
if members of his management have sincere questions, then it would be wrong for him to discipline them without first examining the issue altogether I'm not going to do it Once he did that, he realized that those questions were important and that the church would best serve its members by providing answers. Instead of acting authoritarianly against his fellow
Saints and disciplineing any of them in question, he found that it was his pastor's duty to support them and help elevate those questions to higher levels of authority to be able to provide competent answers. I relate this to you because when you consider the course of your actions, I want you to understand that you don't need to see yourself just as an
executive. You can be an advocate for Saints in your Neighborhood. Understanding that good, sincere members value truth will study church history from a variety of sources – church essays, FairMormon, and even the CES Letter. They will have justiable questions that remain un answered. You have the authority and responsibility to stand up for truth and
authority. You can do this as an advocate and stand with your fellow members in search of the truth or you can stand over them in judgment. The choice is yours. If I was excommunicated and kicked out of the church to ask questions and share the truth though my words and writing offer to publicly correct any mistakes and errors in the CES Letter or
website, the church will tell the world that it doesn't care about honesty , transparency, and fairness. Indeed, the church will tell you it's afraid of the very questions I'm asking. Jeremy T. Runnells TL;DR Runnells discusses the Mormon Information Market and its importance to free agency Runnells meets some made against him by Ivins on March 8, 2016, the
beloved grandfather of runnells passes by. This is a family member called above who is in a hospice. Runnells paid tribute to his grandfather. March 10, 2016 After rereading Ivins' email, Runnells finds it unclear whether the March 15, 2016 meeting will continue. Runnells decided to email Ivins for confirmation of the March 15 meeting with an email after 3:04
p.m. (screenshot): TL;DR Runnells sought clarification from Ivins on whether the March 15 meeting would continue. On March 11, 2016 Ivins responded to Runnells' March 10, 2016 email with an email after 5:02 a.m. (screenshot): Mr Runnells, I appreciate your feedback on my email. However, despite my desire to avoid misunderstandings, there may seem
to have been one. There was never a remote thought about holding an unexpected disciplinary council on March 15. I would have thought that my email indicated a willingness to communicate with you in writing would make that clear. In the event that a disciplinary board is convened on your behalf, you will be appropriately notified of it. Communicating with
you through an ASL interpreter is not something that I am willing to do in related matters here. You have proven your abilities and are willing to write your thoughts. I am willing to communicate directly with you, in writing, unfiltered. Instead of a meeting between us on March 15, I invite you to participate in a private written dialogue. If you wish to do this, there
are certain conditions: 1. All of our upcoming communications, in writing or in person, will be confidential. They will not be published nor published in any way: printed, electronic or otherwise. 2. As an act of goodwill, while our dialogue takes place, your CES MAIL website and any other related or similar websites, blogs, tweets, etc. will be taken down and you
will stop distributing your material to the Church to others. 3. As our dialogue takes place, you will stop trying to raise funds to support your efforts to question the history or activities of the Church. 4. You will be patient with a process that may not answer immediately for all your questions. It can take time. The Lord tends to make us work, study, learn, and
trust before He gives answers his way, on His schedule, and on His terms. You have said in the past that you have no desire to hurt the Church or its members. I'm glad to know that, although you need to understand that some of what you have said and done has done If you are sincere in your expressed desire to keep your Church members and discover
answers to your questions, it will be my privilege to work with you. Please let me know if you are willing to comply with these terms. Sincerely, President Ivins TL; DR Ivins tries to take their conversation out of the light transparency to the shadow of secret Ivins attempts to censor Runnells and CES Letter by requesting censorship and removal from the
Mormon Marketplace of Information March 12, 2016 Runnells replied to an email on March 11, 2016 @ 5:02 a.m. with the following email @ 3:47 p.m. (screenshot). The main response is in the attached PDF, which can be read below the body of the email: Here is the PDF Runnells letter attaching the email to Ivins: March 12, 2016 President Ivins, Here is
my response to your 3.11.16 email. Thank you for clarifying your intention to cancel our March 15 meeting and for communicating in writing. I also appreciate your confirmation that you intend to follow the Handbook protocol. Mr. President, as I stated very clearly in my March 7 letter to you, it is my strong position that I have done nothing wrong. I have also
clearly demonstrated to you the following principles and concepts: If we have the truth, it cannot be harmed by the investigation. If we don't have the truth, it has to be compromised. - President J. Reuben Clark Truth is not afraid to light, ask questions, investigate and monitor. In fact, the truth requires it. This is true whether the investigation is taking place in
private rooms or in the town square. The free flow of information and a healthy, balanced information market is critical and critical to the freedoms and freedoms of individuals. Free agency - said to be the church's most cherished and fundamental principle (after all, Heavenly Father has lost a third of his children fighting for it) - requires not only the existence
of a healthy and balanced information market but also access to complete and complete information and facts - both positive and negative. Free flow of all information = real free agency. These principles and values are my principles and values. These values are inworming into my own DNA. In fact, few things infuriate me more on this planet than censorship
and hinder the free flow of information. To censor and obstruct is to limit and steal the freedom and freedom of all people. As the Church's current Ally Steven E. Snow acknowledges, the church's pattern is not transparent or complete in terms of records, facts, and information. What are you asking me to do by going down ces letter site and any other related
or similar site, blogs, tweets, etc. [sic] and to stop distributing your material about the Church to others is to censor sincere questions as well as difficult facts and facts (and its open discussion in the Mormon market of information) about the church's foundational truth statement, as verified and confirmed by the church's own essays. You are asking me to
remove my defense against personal attacks honesty against my name, integrity and personality. You are asking me to limit and hinder not only my own free agency but also the free agency members and seminaries of the church also share the same difficult, sincere question about the church's fundamental statements of truth. Why don't you and the church
answer the questions? Why was all this nonsense and secrecy in 1984? I have asked you - for a year and a half now - to correct me and show me errors and mistakes in the CES Mail and on cesletter.org so that I can publicly correct them. Why don't you answer my question, Mr. President? What errors and errors are there in CES Mail and on my website
that I can fix publicly? If there are no errors or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? What questions am I being punished for? You have written: You have said in the past that you have no desire to hurt the Church or its members. I'm glad to know that, although you need to understand that some of what you said and did did it. If
you are sincere in your expressed desire to keep your Church members and discover answers to your questions, it will be my privilege to work with you. With respect, Mr. President, where have you been? I asked you these questions a year and a half ago in the fall of 2014. You agreed to help me back then just to go silent radio and break that silence with a
phone call on January 25, 2016 threatening me with excommunication. You tried to keep a court for me on Valentine's Day without talking to me. He tried again by notifying the court on March 20 that he had cancelled me without speaking to me. But now... it's a privilege to work with [me]? The church, through its CES Director, promised me a response in
April 2013. Three years ago. I never heard from him again. The church had three years to answer questions as promised to me. Why is there still no answer? Frankly, Mr. President, I am deeply concerned by his behavior and actions against me. As you know, we ended our November 2, 2014 meeting on a good note where you expressed to me that you think
I am a good man and that you want to help me. However, because you are not a historian, you will pull on others to help answer my questions and concerns. I waited patiently for a year and a half for your help. I was struck when you called me on January 25, 2016 not to give me the answer - as I expected - but to intimidate my membership instead. I was
disturbed by your actions on February 8, 2016 when you decided to break our gentleman's agreement on 25 January 2016 to have an official meeting on March 2016 by not only breaking it but also blinding me by informing a disciplinary tribunal to be held on the evening of Valentine's Day. You never called me a repentant. You never point out errors or
errors in CES Mail or cesletter.org for me to publicly correct, despite many of my requests to you. You know that I had a family member in the hospice, which is why we agreed to March 15 in first place. However, you still try to break our agreement by pushing to excommunicate me for reasons I do not know or understand. It felt like bullying to me. It's not like
Christ in any way. I was extremely alarmed and disturbed by your actions on the week of February 8th with your claim that newly added information required a disciplinary tribunal to be held against me that week on Valentine's Day. I was even more alarmed and disturbed when I read your disciplinary court notice a few days later saying that a court was held
against me because the act did not become a member. I don't know what you're talking about or accusing me of. These actions and very vague indllusions feel like an attempt to assassinate characters on your part and the church by hinting that I have been disciplined for moral shortcomings (i.e. – adultery, rape, husband and wife abuse, child abuse, child
sexual abuse, or anything else despicable evils leave the imagination of members listening to excommunication because the behavior does not become a member and additional information). Fortunately, you have cleared this up by clearly showing that any disciplinary action against me is not because of moral shortcomings on my part, but because of what
you mistakenly identify as apathy through CES Letter and I am being open to questions and doubts about church essays verifying problems with LDS Church truth claims platform. As for your statement: You have said in the past that you have no desire to hurt the Church or members of the Church. I'm glad to know that, although you need to understand that
some of what you said and did did it. I have responded and dismissed this allegation against me in my March 7 letter to you. For your convenience, I copied/pasted from there to answer/ dismiss your accusation again: It is 2015 2015: It is 2016 2016, and it is not my goal to drive members out of church. My goal has been to get official answers from the church
as promised to me by its CES Director three years ago. It is not me or the CES Letter itself that makes people leave, if they do, but rather facts and information verified by the church's own essays and other LDS-approved sources to examine and challenge testimony. It is not only disturbing events that troubled members, it is betrayal that many members feel
learning these disturbing events for the first time in a lifetime of discipleing and faithful study of the history of the church correlation. Church essays are shaking many, many of the testimony of many members. In fact, there are members who look at the essay itself is the act of opposition to the church and claims its foundational truth. The great irony is that
yesterday's anti-Mormon lies is now today's church essay event. Historians and members of yesterday's inquiries were disciplined and cleared of allegations that has been acting in opposition to the church by simply publishing and discussing the very same information and facts verified today publicly by the church's own essays. Many wondered if the church
would ever reverse these excommunications and apologize to historians and individuals for being ahead of their time by telling and writing the truth. Again, my question: What errors and errors are there in the CES Mail and on my site that I can fix publicly? If there are no errors or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? What
questions am I being punished for? Jeremy T. Runnells TL;DR Runnells responds to Ivins' censorship request March 14, 2016 Runnells publicly announces the latest updates (screenshot): Many of you have emailed me or contacted me to request updates on the excommunication efforts of the Church of The Next Day Saints against me. As of February 28,
the Presidency had rescinded the March 20 disciplinary council against me. So two disciplinary councils were formed and canceled. The February 28 annuld of the court on March 20 had nothing to do with my grandfather's death. An official March 15 meeting was scheduled with the Precinct President but that was also canceled. SP is the one who canceled.
As of now, I remain a member in good condition (no discipline, disfellowship or excommunication). Where, if so, that a third disciplinary board was formed against me, I would certainly let everyone know. Thank you all so much for your support. TL;DR Runnells updated the public with the latest contact information with District President Mark Ivins on March
20, 2016 Ivins replied to Runnells' March 12, 2016 email @ 3:47 p.m. with email after 5:05 a.m. (screenshot): TL;DR Ivins quit through Runnells' clarification questions and attempts to corner Runnells on March 24, 2016 Runnells responded to Ivins' March 20, 2016 email with the following 11:56 p.m. email (screenshot): What are the errors and errors in the
CES Mail and on my website that I can edit publicly? If there are no errors or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? What questions am I being punished for? I have answered your question and I have outlined my defense and reasoning for your accusations against me. Why wouldn't you just answer questions other than clarifying
how reasonable and redundant your needs are with the fundamentals of free, transparent, honest and free agency? I didn't do anything wrong. It seems that you and the church are trying to kill and silence the messenger rather than address the message. I will be out of the country from March 25, 2016 to April 5, 2016 and very limited, if any, access to email
and phone. Obviously, I also won't be able to receive and sign any certified messages. I remind you of your written agreement to and respectfully ask you to treat me fairly by not organizing a disciplinary board in my absence. I have the right to be present at any potential disciplinary board that you oppose me to defend myself. I believe you will be honored
and will honor this request and the Handbook by not trying to organize a disciplinary board against me in my absence and inability to defend myself. It is my sincere hope that your next email with me will contain the answer that I have asked you - several times - in the past year and a half. Questions you agreed to help me get answers - without conditions
attached - during our November 2, 2014 meeting. Jeremy T. Runnells TL;DR Runnells told Ivins that his understanding was incorrect when he was asking explicit questions about Ivins' needs on April 8, 2016 Runnells received a letter of object April 7, 2016 sent by the District Clerk from President Ivins informing a Disciplinary Tribunal against runnells to be
held on April 17, 2016 @ 6:00 p.m. This message can be viewed in pdf or two images below. Note that this letter has a different and more thorough/professional font than the Valentine's Day disciplinary letter. Also note that, after runnells strongly oppose ivins, this letter moves away from acts of not becoming a member and other vague insinuations to simply
abolism. TL;DR Ivins continues to ignore questions clarified by runnells and sends runnells another disciplinary letter from the Disciplinary Board set for April 17, 2016 @ 6pm on April 9 The 4th Year 2016 CES Letter Foundation released the following Press Release informing the CHURCH's disciplinary board date against Runnells to be held on April 17,
2016 @ 6:00 p.m. FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE CES Letter Foundation Phone: 801.609.8301 Email: [email protected] Jeremy Runnells, author of The Letter to a famous CES Director facing excommunication from the LDS Church on atheism charges on Sunday, April 17, 2016 @ 6:00pm MST American Fork, UT (April 9, 2016) - Jeremy Runnells, author of
the famous CES Director Letter (also known as the CES Letter), has been summoned to a disciplinary council by the Church of Jesus Christ of Jesus Christ of Back-to-day Saints on charges of apostasy. Ces Letter represents the Runnells' sincere attempt to get answers to legitimate questions and doubts through proper church leadership channels. The
church has chosen to continue the recent trend of adulterous members who openly question or doubt the Foundational Truth Statements of The Next-Day Saints. The CES letter began as a letter Runnells wrote to a Post-Islamic religious guide (CES Director) outlining his questions, concerns, and doubts about the foundational declarations of truth of the
CHURCH of the next day (e.g., the Book of Mormon and the Book of History of Abraham, Joseph Smith's polygamy and polygamy, the restoration of the SAINT's fourth day after, many stories of the first vision). The CES Director read the letter and answer runnells' questions and concerns. No response ever came. After its public release, The Ces Letter went
viral and immediately became a Mormon internet phenomenon, providing confirmation and support to tens of thousands of current and former Church members of the Church of The Next Day. Ces letters have been downloaded about 600,000 times so far, and more than 12,000 Later Saint Church members contacted Runnells after reading the CES Letter.
Runnells reported that he met with his LDS District President, Mark Ivins, in the fall of 2014. During these discussions, Runnells sought answers to questions raised in the CES Letter and raised concerns about recent historical essays by the next-day CHURCH ( . President Ivins assured runnells that he wanted to help, and that he would receive answers.
Runnells did not hear back from President Ivins until January 25, 2016 when Ivins phoned Runnells to inform him of Runnells' intention to challenge his future CHURCH members. Runnells requested a delay until March 15, citing a close family member in hospice care, originally accepted by Ivins. On 8 February 2016, Ivins reversed his decision and informed
Runnells of his disciplinary board scheduled for February 14, 2016. Runnells held a Press Conference on February 10, 2016 to discuss the actions of his Presc parent president publicly. The very next morning, President Ivins emailed Runnells to inform him that the Valentine's Day disciplinary board had been rescheduled for March 20, 2016. A few weeks
later, President Ivins abruptly rescinded the disciplinary council on March 20, 2016. During the months of March and April, Runnells and Ivins held email conversations discussing issues and concerns. A consistent topic in conversations is Runnells' plea for Ivins to answer his questions and Ivins' refusal to answer them. Among the main questions Ivins
repeatedly and repeatedly refused to answer are: What errors or mistakes are in the CES Mail and on my site that I can fix publicly? If there are no errors or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? What questions am I being punished for? On April 8, 2016, Runnells received a letter from Ivins informing him that a disciplinary board
would be held against the Runnells on Sunday, April 17, 2016 @ 6:00 p.m. Mountain Time. A vigil for Jeremy Runnells is being held on Sunday, April 17, 2016 @ 5:30 p.m. Mountain Time at American Fork Utah Eastern Parish Center. Address: 825 E 500 N, American Fork, Utah. For more information and developments on Hey, . The DR CES Letter
Foundation releases a Press Release informing the Church of The Church of The Next Day Disciplinary Council against the Runnells on April 17, 2016. On April 10, 2016 Runnells responded to Ivins' April 7, 2016 disciplinary court letter with an email after 2:22 a.m. (screenshot). The The response is in the attached PDF, which can be read below the body of
the email: The following is the PDF Runnells letter attached to the email to Ivins: On April 10, 2016 President Ivins, I received your letter informing you that a disciplinary board would be held against me on April 17, 2016. This is my answer to your April 7, 2016 disciplinary court letter. To say I am extremely disappointed and disappointed with your decision to
hold a disciplinary board against me would be an understatement. As I wrote in my last email to you on March 24: Instead of answering questions, you went ahead and followed your five-and-a-half year model of always refusing to answer my sincere questions while trying to excommunicate me about unfounded accusations. Why don't you answer the
following questions, Mr. President? What errors or errors are there in CES Mail and on my website that I can fix publicly? If there are no errors or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? What questions am I being punished for? He tried to set conditions for me by asking me to take down everything and turn our conversation into
darkness. Your demands are disturbing as they seek to impede and destroy the self-determination of myself and others, to impede the free flow of information, and to imbalance the Mormon information market. I have asked you questions seeking understanding and clarification from you how you and the church justify your need to censor me, hinder my free
agency and the free agency of others, and to take our conversation out of the light of transparency and openness into the shadow of secrecy and non-transparency. You also declined to answer and clarify. After 3 years of waiting from ces Director to make his promise to give me answers to my sincere questions and concerns and after a year and a half ask
you over and over and over for answers and for you to make your commitment to help me get answers , it now becomes very clear to me that the church has no answer. Now it is very clear to me that you and the church not only do not have answers to very serious problems with the foundational truth statements of the church of the next day, but you and the
church are actively seeking to censor, silence, , and kill the messenger instead of addressing the message. In the April 7 disciplinary council letter I received from the District Clerk, you accused me of apostasy along with the following accusations to justify organizing a disciplinary council against me: Published documents and participation in interviews that
attempted to discredit the Church; Publicly express your view that the scriptures of the Church are fraudulent; And expressed opposition to Church leaders, including the Prophet Joseph Smith. Now I'll answer every one of your above accusations: Publish and participated in interviews that attempted to discredit the Church; I responded and denied this
accusation in my March 6, 2016 letter to you. The fact that you are still using this against me demonstrates that either you still do not understand the background and evolution of the CES Mail and the next work involved or that you are honestly ignoring the facts. Church essays ( discredit many of the Church's fundamental truth statements. Why am I being
punished for pointing to church essays verifying facts and admission? I've asked you over and over and over and over and over to show me any errors and mistakes in the CES Mail and elsewhere (this offer has included and still includes my interviews). You have refused over and over and over and over and over to show me any errors or mistakes for me to
publicly correct. I have repeatedly asked you for repairs so that I can publicize exactly as I am only interested in accurate facts and information. You have always refused to point out any errors or mistakes but you have never called me to repent before trying to keep not one but two disciplinary councils now cancelled against me. Publicly express your view
that the scriptures of the Church are fraudulent; Church ( essays not only discredit the Book of Mormon, but also discredit the Book of Abraham and the Book of Moses. Why am I punished for pointing to church essays verifying facts and admission? Some examples: This directly contradicts the Policy of Mormon: In other words, joseph's translation of the
Book of Abraham is false. Joseph Smith translated a standard humorous document that had nothing to do with Abraham or anything he claimed in the Book of Abraham. Everything Joseph translated in the Book of Abraham, including copies, is not exactly as verified by modern Egyptology. By long, the church means 2,000 years. This meant that papyri did
not come from the hands of Abraham as Joseph and the church finally declared 175 or so years. This essay statement directly contradicts the claim found in the Book of Abraham: The evidence against the Book of Abraham is so damning that the church has abandoned, through its essay, its long-standing position that Joseph Smith has literally translated
from papyri. Instead of a literally translated, the church is now selling a contradictory and bizarre Catalyst Theory, which states that the Book of Abraham did not come from a literally translation – as the church has long taught Joseph Smith to claim – but rather from revelation. This directly contradicts the Policy of Moses: Express opposition to Church
leaders, including the Prophet Joseph Smith. This Accusation Demonstrates a Pre-Church Essay Era illustrations and models. The race of the Church and and The Multiple Marriages in Kirtland and Nauvoo, the Translation of the Book of Mormon, the First Vision Stories, and the Translation and History of Abraham not only openly oppose Joseph Smith and
church leaders, but also directly contradict the carefully correlational stories of the church taught to generations of Later Saints. The First Presidency and Quorum of the Twelve have made some unusually attention-raising notes in these essays. Among the admissions: In other words, yesterday's prophets are heresy today. Yesterday's doctrine is that today
rejects the theory. Yesterday's anti-Mormon lies is now today's church essay event. Hindsight is 20/20. Yesterday's prophets, see seees, and revelations are not only wrong about so many important doctrines and claim revelations – they contradict each other. Brigham Young was wrong about Adam being God, claiming it had been received by revelation, and
for bringing this false doctrine to the veil of the Temple. They were wrong about polygamy/polygamy/marriage and sex with teenage girls. They've been wrong for over 130 years about black people. Not only was the Office rejected, but black individuals and families were denied - for 130 years - the blessings of the Temple for what the race and essays of the
Quarter acknowledged and rejected as the theory rooted in brigham young racism in 1852. Worse, this racist teaching has been embraced by 130 years of prophets, seeers, and revelations all pointing to God him as the source and gatekeeper of the ban. They were wrong about Mark Hofmann's fraud and forgery. They were wrong about a lot of other things.
With such a sketchy track record, what prestige do these 15 men in Salt Lake have? Why do they deserve our blind loyalty and unsm doubtful obedience? President, I clearly remember in our first meeting on October 19, 2014 telling you things that were directly opposed to Joseph Smith and his character. I remember telling you about polygamy - how Joseph
married other living wives - as well as how Joseph lied to Emma, the Saints and the world about his dozens of polygamous marriages in the dark. As I say this, you have every reason to accuse me of direct opposition to Joseph Smith and what I have told you are anti-Mormon lies. Well, something remarkable happened a few days later on October 22, 2014.
The church released its very disturbing and problematic marital number in Kirtland and Nauvoo essay verifying that what I told you in our meeting just three days earlier true and realistic. In fact, this essay went further than I did by acknowledging the crazy but realistic anti-free agency story of an angel with a sword threatening Joseph Smith with destruction if
he did not practice polygamy. October 19 when I told you these events, I spoke in direct opposition Joseph Smith and his character. It's a vicious anti-Mormon lie. However, on October 22nd? It was no longer directly opposed to Joseph Smith and his personality. In fact, October 19th's anti-Mormon lies suddenly became the October 22nd church essay event.
This event illustrates the problem: what you feel is that opposition and anti-Mormon lies is actually church essays verifying the truth and church essays verifying the truth. I didn't do anything wrong. All I want is the truth. All I wanted was to address my doubts and concerns about the differences of what I was learning in Sunday school and the stories that
correlation of the Church with historical events and disturbing doctrines now verified by church essays. To drag me into a disciplinary tribunal is a ridiculously fair one. To deport me is a ridiculously brutal. You are trying to mentally kill me while refusing to answer very reasonable questions I have asked you so many times in the past year and a half. In the
letter, Mr. President, you said the following: Then help me. Please answer my question. Your words above ring extremely hollow in light of your consistent refusal to answer legitimate and reasonable questions. I will enter this court on Sunday with my head held high, with a clear conscience, and a complete belief that I have done nothing wrong. I will defend
myself vigorously. Jeremy T. Runnells TL;DR Runnells sent Ivins a final letter in response to his disciplinary board's latest letter seeking answers to Mr Runnells' question also in response to some of Ivins' allegations against him on 14 April 2016 in response to mark Ivins' ban on in humane ASL interpreters (See disciplinary council letter On April 7), the CES
Letter Foundation released the following: This sparked a firestorm online and on social media. The consensus and general response were outrage, disbelief and shock. Eventually, Ivins reversed his ban on interpreters during the meeting but blindsided Runnells with a reversal only after the social media firestorm and only after Runnells came to walk with him
in the District Center to the disciplinary council with his own interpreter. Runnells observed that it seemed that Ivins' translated offer was only his Plan B if Runnells appeared with his own interpreter and launched a fight. The room with the high council and the presidency was locked and Ivins had to knock on the door to open the door. No interpreters were
present in the room. In fact, they had to wait about 5 minutes from the Runnells' room for Ivins to get back in the room with an interpreter. It is runnells' position that the only reason why there was an interpreter there was because he fought hard for one – not because Ivins cared about the Runnells or his ability to understand the meeting. TL;DR Ivins bans
disciplinary ASL interpreters Runnells shared the ban with social media. The firestorm occurred after Ivins reversed the interpreter ban after Runnells fought for an April 17, 2016 Jeremy to the American Fork East Stock Center at 6 p.m. and made the following statement to the crowd gathered in the church's parking lot before entering his disciplinary board:
Here's a leaked video/recording of the disciplinary board. Leaked Video of Jeremy Runnells Disciplinary Council - Jeremy Runnells Resigns - After excommunicating the LDS Church, Stake President Mark Ivins, and their kangaroo court from his life by resigning, Runnells emerges out of the Stake Center to address the crowd. Here's a video and transcript of
runnells' speech: Jeremy Runnells' Resignation Speech Transcript of Speech I want to thank each and every one of you who were here tonight. It means a lot. It is my understanding that there are some of you who have come from out of state. I'm really touched by that. A decision has been made. I have removed the Church of the Next Day Saints, President
Ivins, and their kangaroo court from my life. I gave my resignation letter to President Ivins just minutes ago. My membership evaporated a second time that I gave President Ivins my resignation letter. I'm no longer a member of the church. After speaking with President Mark Ivins and the Supreme Council tonight, it became very clear to me that it was a
kangaroo court. They refused to answer any questions I asked them. I have asked questions several times over the past three and a half years with the prescion president and they have not answered one. It has become very clear to me that the church has no answer to their crisis of truth. The questions I have asked the presidency over and over the past
year and a half are: What errors and errors are there in the CES Letter or on my website that I can fix publicly? If there are no errors or mistakes, why am I punished for searching and sharing the truth? What questions am I punished for? And he never answered any of those questions once. However, that did not stop him from trying to mentally implement me.
And I find that very, very disturbing. That they will take someone's salvation without answering their sincere, reasonable questions. I am disgusted by numerous attempts by the Church of The Next Day Saints and President Ivins to put me in the same category as those who murder, rape, and molest children simply by seeking official answers to church
problems. I didn't do anything wrong. I just want the truth. I want official answers to church essays that verify the problem to address my concerns and doubts. For those who of those who are silently struggling with suspicions ... stop doubting your suspicions. Cherish your doubts. Discover your doubts. Resolve your doubts. Suspicion is the beginning of
knowledge and wisdom. The only power the church has the power you give them. Tonight... I've regained my strength. Thank you. Jeremy Runnells Resignation Letter April 17, 2016 President Ivins, This letter is my official letter of resignation from the Church of Jesus Christ of Half-Time Saints and it takes effect immediately. I withdrew my consent to be
treated as a member and I withdrew my consent subject to church rules, policies, beliefs, and discipline. As I am no longer a member, I want my name permanently and completely removed from the church's membership roll. For the purpose of accelerating this process my personal information is as follows: [Redacted for security] I have raised this matter of
considerable thought. I understand what you consider the severity and consequences of my actions. I know that the Church Manual says that my resignation rescinded the effects of baptism and confirmation, withdrew the fourth quarter held by a male member, and canceled temple blessings. I also understood that I would be re-entering the church by baptism
only after a thorough interview. My resignation should be processed immediately, without any waiting time. I made it my constitutional right to extract myself from this religion with dignity and therefore my resignation takes immediate and unconditional effect. I hope this issue will be dealt with with respect. I follow the counsel of my leaders and patriarchal
blessings to seek truth wherever it may be found. Indeed, I began to seek answers to my questions with complete expectation of a winning outcome in support of the foundational truth statements of the church the next day. I believe President Hinckley's split that this work is either the restored gospel of Jesus Christ or that it is a great fraud. I believe President
J. Reuben Clark when he said, If we have the truth, no harm may come from the investigation. If we don't have the truth, it has to be compromised. I believe President Joseph Fielding Smith as he wrote: Mormonism, as called, must stand up or fall into the story of Joseph Smith. He was either a Prophet of God, properly called, appointed, and commissioned
by God, or he was one of the greatest frauds this world has ever seen. There is no intermediate ground. If Joseph was a deceiver, deliberately deceived people, he'd be exposed, his claims should be dismissed, and his doctrines proved wrong... I was contacted by a CES Director in March 2013 to share my questions and concerns about the Church of The
Next Day and its fundamental statements of truth. CES letters are my answer. The DIRECTOR of CES confirmed that he had read the letter write very well and acknowledge that these are matters of great concern to the Brothers of General Authority and he promises that he will give an answer. Unfortunately, no response ever came. I was desperately trying
to get official answers from the church for serious problems for a few years now. After four years of studying the origins, doctrines, and history of Joseph Smith and The Next Day Saint and after years of silence from ces director and church leaders (including a Church Historian and leaders like President Ivins), I found myself that the CHURCH of THE NEXT
DAY had no answer to the fundamental truth of the church are problems and crises of truth. I have seen some icing but no cake. I saw the hat but no cattle. I have provided the leaders - both verbally and in writing - several times to publicly correct any mistakes or errors in the CES Letter and website. President Ivins never gave me any mistakes to correct as
required by the Church Manual of disciplinary actions. My suggestion still stands to this day as I am only interested in accurate facts and information. I am a product of Mormonism. The mormonism I grew up in was a Mormonism where you were expected to do what was right while let the consequences follow. It's a mormonism where you've been expected to
search and embrace all the truth regardless of where it can be found. It is a Mormonism that has declared individual freedom and freedom one of its most beloved principles. All these ideals and principles resonate deeply and deeply with me. They still do. I've come to see for myself that the church doesn't want people asking hard questions. Although CES
Director and Stake President, Mark Ivins, offered to answer my questions or to find answers to my questions, I found that instead of receiving answers, I received silence instead and finally threats of deportation. It has become clear from my meetings with church leaders that they are only interested in blind obedience at the expense of what is right rather than
to do what is right at the expense of obedience. I have painfully accepted to myself that the truth statements made by the Church of the NEXT DAY may not be true. I discovered, borrowing the words above of Joseph Fielding Smith, that Joseph Smith was a deliberate deceiver who deliberately deceived people and that he needed to be exposed, that his
statements needed to be dismissed, and that his doctrines were said to be false. I was sorely coming to see for myself that the Mormonism of my youth was dead. It has been replaced by an Orwellian system that values obedience and unsm doubtful conformity to the pursuit of the truth and virtue of individual freedom. Doubt your suspicion, God not Google,
stay on the boat rather than to search and accept the truth no matter its origin and where it leads. Do what is right and consequently excommunication. I resign from the church due to a lack of and honesty is extremely disturbing to members and visionaries of the real Joseph Smith and the true origins and history of Mormonism. I resign because of the way
the church treats me and other members with sincere questions, concerns, concerns, Doubt. I resigned because I was completely disgusted and disgusted by the treatment of the Church of The Next-Day Saints and President Ivins towards me and their efforts to kill spiritually and put me in the same category as the murderers, rapists, beatings of wives and
child molests through the use of ancient media , barbaric and unlike Christ when I did nothing wrong and sought official answers to my questions and concerns about I resigned because I refused to submit myself to an honest Orwellian kangaroo court filled with men who appreciated obedience and moral conformity and integrity. I resigned because I had
learned for myself after years of asking for - and being promised - official answers that the Church of The Next Day Saints had no answers to the church's crisis of truth and serious problems and challenges to the church's fundamental declarations of truth. I resign because I no longer want to be part of or associate with an orthodox religion that does not
value and respect intellectual honesty, freedom, transparency, and truth. I resigned because the CHURCH WAS BORN LATER AND the foundational truth statements of the Church were untrue. I resign morally clean, honest with myself and my compatriots, and with a clear conscience know in my heart that I have done what is right and I want to do it all over
again. In case I do not see you, good afternoon, good evening, and goodnight. Jeremy T. Runnells [Attached to the letter of resignation given to Mark Ivins] is also a letter from Runnells' attorney, Mark Naugle. See PDF letter from Runnells' lawyer.] Jeremy then received, through his lawyer, a letter confirming April 20, 2016 from the CHURCH the day after
verifying his resignation: Quoting from the Disciplinary Council I do not know how to repent of the truth. I do not know how to repent of church essays verifying the truth. I mean, I don't know how to repent - I've asked you over and over to tell me where I'm wrong. - Jeremy Runnells I don't discredit the church. The church's essays are discrediting the church. Jeremy Runnells Mormon history is discredited by the church. -Jeremy Runnells Yesterday's 'anti-Mormon lies' is now today's Church essay. -Jeremy Runnells This is crazy. This is really crazy. Jeremy Runnells' response to my Kangaroo Court experience with President Ivins, unfortunately, over the past year and a half, is that he has never answered my
questions. No questions asked. I have asked you 3 more questions, and over, and over, and over, and over, and over, and over. 20 times. And the specific questions I ask are: What errors or errors are in the CES Letter, on the site, is that incorrect so I can fix it publicly? The 2nd question I ask you is: If there are no mistakes or mistakes, why am I punished
for searching and sharing the truth? And the third time 3 I ask you: What questions am I being punished for? And you did not answer one of them. -Jeremy Runnells The real problem here is not whether I'm writing falsehoods or lies, I've never been accused of that, it's that I'm public about this information. So the real problem here is that the church has a
problem with freedom of speech. The church claims to believe in freedom, but it's not. You can keep your thoughts in your head, but the minute that you exercise your right to free speech, you get thrown into a disciplinary board. So the church does not believe in free agency. -Jeremy Runnells I believe in The Mormon Market Information. I believe that
individuals, seminaries, and members of the church need all the information on the table to make a fully informed decision about whether they want to commit their hearts, minds, lives, and money to Mormonism. It is important because if not all the information is on the table, if an organization or an individual takes some information off the table - important
information - they are meant to hinder their free agency of members or investigators. By concealing and retaining important information from members and investigators, you are actually hindering the freedom of members of the church, and I have a problem with that. I believe in The Mormon Market information. -Jeremy Runnells So because you guys don't
answer my questions, and you guys have not answered my questions in the last 3 years, it is very clear to me that the church has no answer to its true crisis. The church dislikes individuals questioning its claim to the truth. This is a kangaroo court. I'm done with the court. President, I am misrepresenting the Church of the Next Day Saints, I will expel you, and
I will outcet this kangaroo court from my life. This is my resignation letter. Goodbye. -Jeremy Runnells News/Media Article Author of 'Letter to a CES Director' out of LDS Church -Fox 13 News Author Jeremy Runnells Resigns From LDS Church at Excommunication Hearing in American Fork -Gephardt Daily Author of 'Letter to a CES Director' Resigns from
Mormon Church Triều đình Jeremy Runnells. Flip the Script: The How and Why of Jeremy Runnells' Exit Among the gems in the article: One of the most common questions asked on message boards for those who are in a new place with the church because of problems with church history and doctrine is should I resign or should I let them I? Many reasons
have been given for both approaches. If you resign, you power in your life – but the reality of the close-knit culture of Mormonism and the result of years of leaders reinforce the idea that apathy is unscionable and under Satan's influence means that the Church is still firing farewell control over the story of your exit. It will be assumed that sin leads to your
passing. If you allow yourself to be eradicated, the Church will forever declare that story in your life. That's the death wound they gave you on the way out. You may not understand how deep the wound cuts. What Jeremy did was remarkable because it addressed this dilemma in a way that reclaimed his own power in his own life. I excommunicate the church
from my life – That statement is so strong because it asserts real authority. You are the owner of your life and your identity. You don't have to re-create a false story about angel visitors to that power - it's got it all along, but the church blinds you to it. The church tells you that you are incapable of knowing the truth without first passing it through the filters of the
unaccountable old white man. It tells you that you have been at the heart of evil and unsc morality and only by depending on your conscience to their decrees can you see yourself as a good person. It shackles you with the notion that the world has been darkened and lost for the purpose of clearly preventing you from seeing its light and finding your own
way. I opened the church out of my life. Therapists spend years so that former members can achieve this level of clarity regarding their relationships with unsc moral control groups. Let that statement be the one that starts you out on a life defined by your own conscience, will and judgment. There will still be work done in removing cobweb control from your
mind - but that topic is the most empowering topic to do so. Jeremy's own conclusion: I have sought the official answer to the church's crisis of truth days later through official channels. 3 years of waiting for promising answers from CES Directors just left with silence. 1.5 years of waiting for answers/amendments from Stake President Mark Ivins only to be
met with silence, intimidation, and finally an excommunication hearing that I myself ended in disgust with my own resignation. I tried. I really tried. I did it their way just to find a lot of icing but no cake. Lots of hats but no cattle. I entertain the answers of the official apologists. I even went into the trenches with one of them gave me nearly 900 pages worth of
content in and defend against their attacks on my personal name and integrity as well as their false claims. As fun as it was wrestling with the official apologists and guards, the reality at the end of the day was: Mormons are not officially apologizing simply of men mixed with the scriptures. They are people who are not formal with official pet theories and the
official claims that the Church of the Next Day Saints refuses to stand behind them. They're not related. They don't matter. The church's official defenders and their pet theory are more illegal or formal than the eccentric pet theory and the claim of that exotic old High Priest guy that everyone rolls their eyes to in School Sunday (each ward seems to have one).
In fact, most of them have created versions of Mormonism that directly contradict the Mormonism version of the First Presidency and the Quorum of the Twelve. They're in apostasy. Most Mormons in the Church will be disturbed and shocked by the new Mormonism that these official advocates integrate and preach to the scriptures. After 4 years of
researching and trying to get official answers through the official channels of the church and going through all the nonsense of official apologies, the path has finally led me to the following conclusion: The Church really has no answer to its crisis the truth the Church will try to destroy the messenger rather than address these messages This whole process of
trying to get official answers and getting thrown into a disciplinary board close to being mentally implemented has confirmed and confirmed to me in a very real and personal way that I no longer want to be associated with this organization in any way. It has confirmed and confirmed to me that this organization has no divine power or divine cloak behind it. It is
100% artificial from start to finish. It has confirmed and confirmed to me that this is an organization that awards, above all, obedience and is more ethically consistent and integrity. The only real power that this religion has is the power that you give it. I restored my power that night when I removed the Church of The Next-Day Saints and their kangaroo court
from my life. Life.
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